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“What the hell do you mean? What’s wrong with me?” Song Nuan looked nervous.

Lin Ran’s words were so clueless that she felt a little puzzled, but this guy had a
serious expression and didn’t seem to be joking, so Song Nuan’s heart couldn’t
help but lift up.

The banquet went on in an orderly manner, and because there were many
bigwigs from the business world, Mr. and Mrs. Luo Ming didn’t pay much
attention to Lin Ran, which was fine, as Lin Ran didn’t want to be too flashy.

He and Luo Qiqi ate and chatted, and soon the banquet was half over, and by now
all four of them had had enough to eat and drink, and were sitting around
chatting.

Lin Ran looked at his watch, it was already ten o’clock in the evening, got up and
said to the three of them.

“Song Nuan and I still have things to do, we have to go first!”

“You guys?”

Qin Bing was stunned to hear this, and her heart sank a little.

“You guys aren’t really together, are you?”

Luo Qiqi was equally surprised.

“No! There really isn’t!”

Song Nuan hurriedly waved her hands in defence.

“We went to her house to help her see a doctor,” Lin Ran said helplessly.

When the two women heard that it was to see a doctor, it dawned on them,
especially Qin Bing, who let out a long breath of relief, as if she was afraid that
Lin Ran would be snatched away.

The people parted at the entrance of the hotel.

Lin Ran and Song Nuan hailed a car and soon returned to the latter’s home.

Song Nuan’s house was in a very ordinary neighbourhood. Although it was
ordinary, the security was very tight, so it was fortunate that Song Nuan was
leading the way, otherwise Lin Ran might not have been able to enter.
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Standing in front of the house, Song Nuan looked a little nervous and asked Lin
Ran.

“What the hell do you want? I’m really not sick.”

“Whether you’re sick or not, you don’t get to say it yourself, go in!”

Lin Ran’s expression was bland.

“Are you seeing a doctor, or do you want to see my father?”

Song Nuan said speechlessly.

“To see a doctor, father-in-law can see you anytime, there’s no rush.”

“Bah, shameless! Who you are father-in-law, toad wants to eat swan’s meat.”

Song Nuan was helpless, how did she run into such a shameless guy.

The two were talking when a figure came from the side, saw the two under the
street light and couldn’t help but laugh.

“Xiao Nuan, a guest has come, why don’t you bring it in?”

Song Yujiang smiled and came over, when he saw Lin Ran, he couldn’t help but be
startled and laughed.

“Haha, so it’s little divine doctor Lin Ran, long time no see.”

“Master Song, long time no see.”

Lin Ran came forward and laughed, Song Nuan saw this and was helpless, this was
good, he had been bumped into by his own old man, he couldn’t even explain it if
he wanted to.

…..

“Little friend Lin Ran, the last time we parted, I wanted to invite you to come and
sit at home when I came back, but I didn’t expect that you would come just after I
arrived home this time.”

Song Yujiang and Lin Ran sat on the sofa and said with a smile.

“Uncle Song is very kind, today the boy came uninvited.” Lin Ran said.

“O? Something wrong?” Song Yujiang asked.

“Something indeed.” Lin Ran looked solemn.



Song Yujiang nodded at his words, but there were some strange emotions in his
heart. When Lin Ran had treated his leg at the hospital earlier, he felt that the
latter had talked in an extraordinary manner and had not lost his temper after
getting his business card, so he should not be a mundane person.

But now, finding himself with something to do, this was something that made
him extremely disgusted.

“Little friend don’t put first what is the matter.”

Song Yujiang suppressed the revulsion in his heart and opened his mouth to ask.

At this moment, only Song Nuan and Song Yujiang were at home, so Lin Ran
looked and spoke.

“Before I say anything else, let me ask a question, is Professor Song at home?”

“No, my grandfather has a lot of classes these days and is at the school main,
there is usually only me at home, my father is also off today and only came back.”

Song Nuan said, Song Yujiang was usually too busy, the situation at home was
naturally not as clear as the former.

“In that case, then I’ll say it, but I hope you can prepare yourselves mentally.”

Lin Ran said solemnly.

Song Yujiang frowned slightly at his words and asked in a low voice.

“Could this be something that has something to do with us?”

“Mm!”

Lin Ran nodded his head.

Song Yujiang was stunned, at first he thought it was Lin Ran who had something
to ask for his help, but it turned out that he didn’t expect this matter to be
related to himself.

“Little friend, but there is no harm in saying so.”

Song Yujiang’s face couldn’t help but look solemn, to make Lin Ran come
uninvited, this matter was obviously not ordinary.

Lin Ran sorted out his language for a moment, then looked at Song Yujiang and
said.

“This matter, in fact, has to do with Xiao Nuan.”



“With me?”

Song Nuan frowned slightly at his words, earlier at the hotel Lin Ran had said
something about living, could this matter really be about his life or death?

“Little friend, what exactly is the matter?”

Song Yujiang was a little anxious, normally he always planned before he acted,
but once his own family was involved, he was just an ordinary father, how could
he not be anxious.

“This matter needs to start from a few days ago ….”

Said Lin Ran and told the story of the first time he and Song Nuan spent the night
in the dormitory.

At first, when he heard this, Song Yujiang was very embarrassed, while Song
Nuan’s pretty face was even redder, somewhat ashamed of how Lin Ran had
brought this out.

But in the end, when Lin Ran told them about the Black Demon Scorpion, both of
them couldn’t help but turn pale.

Song Nuan hurriedly ran to get a mirror and looked at the back of her neck, and
when she looked through it, her whole body froze.

Song Yujiang rushed over to take a look, and his whole body suddenly fell into an
ice cave as well.

At this moment, the mark of the black devil scorpion on the back of Song Nuan’s
neck was already very clear, and it was obvious that it would strike again tonight.

“This Black Devil Poison Scorpion has wings born on its back, when I first saw it, it
only had one pair, and it should have appeared once more during that time, but I
wasn’t there, I came over today because I suspect that tonight its wings will grow
to three pairs, and by then it will have grown completely.”

Lin Ran said.

“Then what will happen when it grows into something?”

Song Yujiang asked hurriedly.

“It will break out of its body and suck up all the host’s essence!”

Lin Ran’s face was ugly.

Song Nuan’s face was even whiter as he listened, sitting on the sofa without
saying a word, his whole body trembling uncontrollably.



“Little friend Lin Ran, on the surface, what you’re saying does seem fanciful, but
isn’t this too mysterious?”

Song Yujiang said with a frown, he was a Qingtian grand master of the new era,
and was naturally somewhat resistant to such arcane and strange techniques.

Lin Ran was not angry at this and said.

“It’s true that it’s hard to accept for a while when there are no results, but I
believe that soon, Uncle Song will be able to accept it.”

Lin Ran said, pointing to the watch hanging on the wall and said.

“It’s now eleven thirty, half an hour at most, at twelve that thing will definitely
start moving, by then I hope Uncle Song will fully cooperate with me, after all,
this is about your daughter’s safety.”

“Mm!”

Song Yujiang nodded his head, although it was hard to believe in his heart, but
the matter was about his daughter after all, he had to suppress the doubts in his
heart and wait and see what would happen.

“Is there half an hour left?”

Song Nuan’s face was sad, her heart was very scared but she didn’t dare to show
it, she was afraid that her father would follow her and worry.

A little bit of time passed, and soon Lin Ran and Song Yujiang found that Song
Nuan was actually lying on the sofa a little bit and sleeping.

It is reasonable to say that a normal person would not have the heart to sleep
after such an event, but Song Nuan was indeed slowly falling asleep.

Song Yujiang went up and tried to wake Song Nuan up, but after pushing her
several times, she did not respond at all, so he hurriedly looked at Lin Ran.

“No need to push, it’s not that she wants to sleep on her own, that thing is
guiding her into sleep, it’s coming out.”
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“Huh? So what now?”

Song Yujiang was filled with anxiety, his daughter had never been in this
situation before, and at this point, the suspicion in his heart could not help but
start to loosen.
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“Don’t be anxious yet.”

Lin Ran said calmly, glancing at the watch on the wall, eleven fifty, there were
still ten minutes to go before the full hour.

“You stay aside and don’t make a sound, no matter what you see, I will give you a
sign when your help is needed, at that time you just need to carry Xiao Nuan back
to the room, remember not to make any sound during the process!”

Lin Ran admonished again and again.

Song Yujiang hurriedly nodded, and at the same time quickly ran to open the
door to Song Nuan’s room in advance, so as not to make any noise when he
opened the door later, he still deliberately went to change his cotton slippers to
prevent the sound of walking, he had obviously gone out of his way for the sake
of his daughter.

On Lin Ran’s side, he took out a piece of yellow talisman paper that he had
prepared beforehand and scratched out a substitute talisman on it.

This kind of talisman was difficult to draw, but with the scene manager in the
Xuan Yang Pharmacopoeia, it was easy for Lin Ran to draw it by lifting his brush.

Time passed by minute by minute, and soon the time reached eleven fifty-nine
minutes.

Suddenly, Lin Ran and Song Yujiang clearly felt that the temperature in the room
had dropped a few points sharply, and it was chilly.

“What the…!”

Song Yujiang wanted to ask Lin Ran later.

However, Lin Ran hurriedly made a gesture of forbidding sound, and then took
out the talisman seal he had prepared earlier, and stabbed a drop of blood from
Song Nuan’s fingertip and dropped it on it.

The talisman was placed on the coffee table by Lin Ran, and by now, black gas
had already started to float out from the back of Song Nuan’s neck.

This scene made Song Yujiang’s face change. He wanted to go up and check on his
daughter’s condition, but Lin Ran was by his side, so he didn’t dare to do anything
rashly, and Lin Ran’s advice was echoing in his mind.

After placing the yellow paper on the coffee table, Lin Ran took out the wooden
box he had bought yesterday at the antique shop.
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The wooden box was black in colour and had many designs carved on it, one of
which was of a black demon scorpion.

Although Lin Ran had previously discovered Song Nuan’s condition, he had no
good way to deal with it until he found this box, and then he had complete
certainty in his mind.

This wooden box is commonly known as a “mortar”, a very uncommon container,
but of course the mortar here is not the same thing as the garlic mortar used in
restaurants.

According to the Xuan Yang Pharmacopoeia, it was a popular tool among a
minority group who used it to hold scorpions, centipedes and other poisonous
objects they caught.

It later evolved into feng shui, and there were also people who made this kind of
mortar, specifically for subduing things like poisonous scorpions and centipedes.

The patterns inscribed on it already explained its use.

Lin Ran held the mortar in his hand and stood quietly waiting by the coffee table.

Song Yujiang, on the other hand, was looking at Song Nuan with a tense frown.

At this moment, the black aura at the back of Song Nuan’s neck was getting
thicker and thicker, as if there was a charcoal of fire underneath her that was
smoking wolf smoke.

The black smoke grew and grew, gradually converging on Song Nuan’s brow to
form a black scorpion, which stood with its head cocked in a majestic manner.

The scorpion was black in colour, with only a red line running down its back from
its head to its tail.

On either side of its back, two pairs of wings were born, with wings that bore the
wind.

“The third pair is really coming out!”

Lin Ran could see really well, and underneath the two pairs of wings, there was a
small pair of wings, only this pair of wings was very small and obviously hadn’t
grown completely yet.

Song Yujiang looked at Lin Ran with urgency in his eyes, the black scorpion lying
on Song Nuan’s forehead made him both shocked and worried, that was his own
daughter, as a father he could only do nothing but worry at this time, his feelings
could be imagined.



Lin Ran nodded his head and recited a mantra in his hand, and the yellow talisman
on the coffee table burst into a burst of light, and then it actually emitted the
same scent body fragrance as Song Nuan.

The black demon scorpion was a little confused, as another familiar scent
emerged at this moment, leaving it a little confused.

Lin Ran hurriedly subtracted a strand of Song Nuan’s hair, and then lit it with a
match and threw it on the seal.

The seal miraculously did not ignite, but the pungent smell of burning hair
managed to attract the attention of the Black Devil Scorpion.

Although it was made up of black gas, it actually flapped its wings and flew over
towards the coffee table.

“Run!”

Lin Ran squeezed his eyebrows at Song Yujiang, who understood and hurried up
to carry Song Nuan and tiptoe back to the room.

By now, the Black Devil Poison Scorpion had landed on the rune seal, and Song
Yujiang had also returned to the house, but he was worried that the thing was
coming back for his daughter, so he closed the door of the room in passing.

But as soon as the door was closed, a bang sounded like a thunderbolt from the
sky in the house.

The Black Devil Scorpion was so shocked that its head immediately rose, and
even its poisonous hooks stood straight up, as if it were an enemy, while its two
pairs of wings were already flickering quickly, ready to bolt.

“Where to go!”

Quick with his eyes, Lin Ran took the mortar and snapped it straight up towards
the Black Devil Poison Scorpion, snapping it into the mortar intact the moment
the latter was about to take off.

Afterwards, he quickly took out a talisman seal and fastened it to the entrance of
the mortar, which completely trapped the Black Demon Scorpion inside.

After gathering his things, Lin Ran then went to knock on Song Nuan’s room door,
and Song Yujiang opened the door and let Lin Ran in.

“It’s already alright!”

Lin Ran said with a long breath of relief.



Song Yujiang also breathed a sigh of relief when he heard this, and hurriedly
asked.

“Xiao Nuan she hasn’t woken up yet.”

Lin Ran went up and checked the back of Song Nuan’s neck, although there was
still a mark, it was much lighter.

“It’s alright, the Black Devil Poison Scorpion has been caught by me, this mark
will soon disappear on its own, let her sleep well tonight.”

Lin Ran said.

Song Yujiang nodded at his words, then seemed to think of something and
hurriedly pulled Lin Ran out of the room, saying.

“Little friend Lin Ran, you saved Xiao Nuan, such a great kindness, I, Song Yujiang,
really can’t repay you.”

Song Yujiang said with a few trembles in his voice, very excited.

“Uncle Song, Xiao Nuan is also my classmate, so since I have come across her, I
will not stand by and do nothing.

Lin Ran said, Song Yujiang heard that the matter had not yet been touched could
not help but worry again.

“Please explain clearly, young friend.”

Lin Ran pondered for a moment and said.

“This Black Devil Poison Scorpion is very malevolent, usually people who can use
such things are bound to be Feng Shui masters as well, and definitely not
right-minded, I don’t know why she is looking for Xiao Nuan, but you have to be
more careful, I broke his game, but he can won’t be able to stop.”

“Damn it, if I find out who it is, I will kill him!”

Song Yujiang said in a cold voice, as Song Nuan’s father, he was really angry at
this moment.

Lin Ran couldn’t help but feel sour in his heart when he saw this, he had grown up
without a father and a mother, apart from his grandmother, he hardly had any
family, and had never experienced what it was like to have a father’s love.

Thinking of this, Lin Ran couldn’t help but shake his head and took out another
jade pendant from his arms and handed it to Song Yujiang.
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“Uncle Song, I have engraved a talisman to ward off evil on this jade pendant, so
you can pass it on to Xiao Nuan and let her wear it in the future, it will have some
effect.”

Song Yujiang took the jade pendant and felt a warmth pass into his body,
knowing that the jade pendant was extraordinary, he could not help but be a
little more grateful to Lin Ran.

“Little friend treats my little Nuan so well, how can I repay this kindness to
Song!”

Lin Ran smiled bitterly at his words.

“Uncle Song, forget about repaying, but I really have a favor to ask Uncle Song!”

“But there is no harm in saying it!”

Song Yujiang said quickly, Lin Ran was now their family’s life-saving benefactor,
how could he refuse, and if Xiao Nuan’s murderer didn’t die, he might still be in
danger in the future, and then he would have to trouble Lin Ran, so this kindness
naturally had to be exchanged.

“I would like to ask Uncle Song to help me investigate one thing.”

Lin Ran said.

“Fifteen years ago, my parents were working at a construction site in Tanjiang
City and died in an accident. According to my grandmother, they were killed by
someone, but so far I haven’t heard who the murderer was and whether he was
brought to justice, so I would like to ask Uncle Song to help me investigate this
matter and who the murderer really is!”

“Fifteen years ago?”

Song Yujiang said with a difficult look on his face.

“I wasn’t working here fifteen years ago, but since you’ve asked, I’ll try my best
to help you investigate!”

“Thanks a lot Uncle Song!”
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Lin Ran bowed respectfully, this was the most important thing for him nowadays,
apart from promoting the way of Chinese medicine, and this salute he performed
with a comfortable heart.

“Right, little friend Lin Ran, I heard frommy father that you left the school,
where are you living now?”

Song Yujiang suddenly asked.

“I’ve rented a house in the city village.”

Lin Ran laughed awkwardly, in fact, he had money now, he was just used to this
humble life and didn’t want to change anything.

“I have a house near the school that has been vacant, so you can move there to
improve the environment and to help me look after Nuan.”

Song Yujiang said, Lin Ran smiled a little embarrassed, wanted to say no, but
Song Yujiang but added.

“Little Nuan this nun you see clearly, rarely have such a good relationship with
friends of the opposite sex, uncle see you as a person of integrity is very good,
and can protect little Nuan, give little Nuan to your uncle assured.”

“But this is all that uncle can help you with, how you do in the future will depend
on yourself!”

Song Yujiang spoke seriously, as if the old father was delivering his daughter’s
happiness for the rest of her life.

It wasn’t easy for Lin Ran to hear, for a father to say such words, he obviously
already felt that he couldn’t protect his daughter, otherwise who would be
willing to leave his daughter in the care of another man.

“I understand, don’t worry Uncle Song, I will definitely take care of Xiao Nuan.”

…..

With the matter in his heart in his mind, the stone that Lin Ran was holding down
in his heart was finally put down.

He didn’t want to ask his grandmother about his parents, for one thing, she was
old and he didn’t want to bring up old issues and make her too sad.

Secondly, now that he was carrying the Xuan Yang Pharmacopoeia, he was
confident that he could solve the murderer and avenge his parents’ death as long
as he didn’t meet someone even more perverted than himself.



It was already early in the morning when he returned to his rented house, so Lin
Ran hurriedly washed up and then fell asleep.

The next morning, in the Intensive Care Unit of Temperance Hospital, President
Yang frowned and looked at the room full of experts and nurses, asking in a cold
voice.

“Has the cause of the disease been checked?”

A kind of expert nurses were silent, each with a hot face.

“A bunch of trash! If you can’t even check the cause of the disease, what use do
we need you!”

Dean Yang was extremely angry and turned his head to look at Liu Wenjuan.

“Go and wait in the Chinese medicine department, as soon as Director Lin arrives,
inform him to come over!”

“Yes, Dean!”

Liu Wenjuan nodded her head and left the intensive care unit.

“Dean, the advanced equipment can’t even check the cause of the disease, can he,
a small student of Chinese medicine, do it?”

A middle-aged man with a specialist in internal medicine on his chest walked out
and said.

Recently, the Chinese medicine department within the hospital was gaining
momentum, and it was vaguely overpowering the other departments, which
made the owners of over many departments sit up a little.

However, most of the chiefs, who had patients in mind, did not care too much
about this, and only worked hard in silence, hoping to reach Lin Ran’s level of
medical skills soon.

But there were others who were very unconvinced, such as this one, Qi Yin, the
head of the internal medicine department of Tanjiang Hospital.

“Then can you find out?”

Dean Yang’s face was ugly.

“I …..”

Qi Yin was speechless, if he could find out, he wouldn’t be here talking nonsense.



“Go and do your examination properly, all you know all day long is to study things
that you don’t know what to do.”

Dean Yang’s voice was icy cold, Qi Yin heard and lowered his head, no one noticed
his eyes were equally icy.

Qi Yin had a hobby that was basically known to everyone in the hospital, and that
was that he liked to make antidotes, like the ancient kind of fixed tablet recipe,
yet it could only be good for the same disease.

But in order to research this antidote, he also researched many poisons, because
only by understanding the properties of poisons could he better mix the antidote,
only this research of his had never been very fruitful.

……

Lin Ran arrived at the hospital unhurriedly and had just arrived at his office, his
butt was not even warmed up when Liu Wenjuan knocked on the door and ran in.

“What’s so urgent? It seems like it’s only Thursday, the get-together is on
Sunday.”

Lin Ran said with a smile.

“No, it’s not a get-together, it’s the dean!”

Liu Wenjuan said in an uproarious voice.

“Dean? What’s wrong with the dean?”

Lin Ran frowned slightly, Liu Wenjuan was in such a hurry, obviously Dean Yang
was besides something.

“Dean Yang ….. In the intensive care unit, let …. you to go over quickly!”

Liu Wenjuan took a long breath and finally said the words in full.

Lin Ran sniffed directly up and rushed out of the office, urgent matter urgent, he
naturally will not delay.

The last time there were so many experts gathered here was when Song Yujiang
was here, could it be that this time it was some big shot too?

Lin Ran thought in his mind, but he was stunned when he looked at the bed. On
the bed was an old man, dressed in rags, his hair was even disheveled, he was like
a beggar.

“Lin Ran, you’re finally here!”



Seeing Lin Ran, Dean Yang hurriedly came over, Qi Yin didn’t say anything beside
him, just looking at Lin Ran with a conspiratorial gaze, not knowing what he was
thinking.

“Dean Yang what’s going on?”

Lin Ran smiled, this situation was a bit unbelievable!

“It’s like this …..”

Said Dean Yang and told the situation once again.

The original morning he just arrived at the hospital, there are two on duty police
sent a fainting beggar on the roadside, it is said that this beggar is found near the
hospital, because the distance from the hospital is stronger, so directly to send
over.

Beggar whole body and no obvious trauma, internal medicine and other
departments have also done the corresponding examination, but can not find the
cause of the disease.

“So what is the patient’s condition now?”

Lin Ran asked, frowning.

“Breathing is weak, he just won’t wake up.”

Dean Yang said.

Lin Ran frowned at his words, there were many possibilities in this situation, and
he didn’t dare to jump to conclusions until he had taken a serious look.

Qi Yin saw Lin Ran’s ugly face and didn’t say anything, so he couldn’t help but
stand out and laugh.

“Dean Yang, it seems that Director Lin also has no solution, if I were to say it is
better to simply leave it like this and find its family first, otherwise without the
family’s signature, even if we find the cause of the disease, once we have to
operate, there will be no one to sign!”
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“Slap!”

A crisp slap sounded just as Qi Yin’s words fell.
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Everyone’s eyes looked at Dean Yang for a moment, because he was the only one
who dared to hit someone here.

However, in the next moment, everyone was dumbfounded because it wasn’t him
who did it, the one who slowly withdrew his palm was actually Lin Ran.

“You! Who are you to hit me!”

Qi Yin was a little dumbfounded by the slap, and for a moment, he was actually a
little timid, not daring to explode out.

“Just because of that remark you just made!”

Lin Ran’s face was icy cold and there was anger in his eyes.

“Did I say something wrong?”

Qi Yin’s face was full of injustice and anger.

Everyone else also looked at Lin Ran at this moment, recalling what Qi Yin had
just said, and after thinking about the meaning of it, they all whispered.

“Director Qi’s words are fine, right? Without the family’s signature, we really
can’t carry out the operation!”

“Yes! There’s no problem with that, and it seems even more wrong that you
rashly hit someone!”

“Exactly!”

The others vocalized one by one, recently Lin Ran’s fame was booming, such a
good opportunity, these people naturally wouldn’t miss it.

“Lin Ran, how do you explain this?”

Dean Yang looked at Lin Ran and frowned slightly, there was indeed something
wrong with Lin Ran’s actions just now.

Lin Ran looked around and looked all the people round, his gaze was deep cut
and cold, without a hint of warmth, looking at the people one by one they
couldn’t help but shrink their necks.

“You must give me an explanation today!”

Qi Yin returned to his senses at this point, his face turning very ugly, as if he
wanted to kill someone.
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“An explanation? There’s no explanation!”

Lin Ran said in a cold voice, swirling to look at the others and said.

“As a healthcare worker who can actually say such bullshit as putting the patient
aside first, I really want to ask, did you let the dogs eat your oath when you first
took office?”

This was said in a small voice, but with a firm tone that made the others’ hearts
tremble as they listened.

“You!”

Qi Yin’s face turned ugly, and only then did he realise that his words just now had
indeed been said incorrectly.

“As a doctor, when you see a patient, the first thing that comes to mind is not
how to treat them or how to think of a solution, but to avoid responsibility, are
you accompanying being a doctor?”

Lin Ran looked at Qi Yin, his eyes were icy cold.

Qi Yin couldn’t help but shiver, but his mouth was strong and said.

“Don’t talk so much to me, who doesn’t know how to reason, the doctor-patient
relationship has been tense in recent years, and what do you know, without these
documents, who dares to rashly do the surgery!”

The others had all lowered their heads at Lin Ran’s words, but when they heard
Qi Yin’s words, they all raised their heads again, and there was nothing wrong
with what they said, the doctor-patient relationship had been very tense in
recent years, and they all had to do surgery step by step.

Lin Ran smiled at his words but laughed.

“It’s because you guys just know how to save yourselves, how many patients’ best
treatment time has been delayed for a life, the doctor-patient relationship is bad,
do you think it can be good? If your loved ones are in the hospital and urgently
need treatment, and you can’t rush back to sign for it, should you just let the
patient wait?”

Lin Ran’s words silenced the crowd, and Qi Yin still wanted to argue, but was
blocked out by a shout from Professor Yang.

“That’s enough!”

Professor Yang looked at the crowd and spoke at length.



“Medical ethics! Medical ethics! You have to be virtuous to be a doctor! Have you
all studied in vain?”

“But Dean!”

Qi Yin wanted to say something else, but he was glared at by Professor Yang and
swallowed the words that were on his lips straight away.

“Now cooperate fully with Lin Ran in treating the patient, I’ll cover the matter of
the family’s signature!”

The crowd was silent, Dean Yang had said this, what else could they do, one by
one they could only look at Lin Ran.

“Lin Ran! Go and try.”

Dean Yang looked towards Lin Ran, whether or not he could find out the cause of
the disease today, it would only depend on Lin Ran’s medical skills.

Lin Ran nodded and whirled towards the hospital bed.

On the bed was a patient who was around seventy years old, his face was flushed
and did not look sick, but the data shown on the instruments proved that he was
indeed breathing weakly and dangerously.

“Let’s begin!”

Lin Ran took a long breath and stretched out his palm to start taking his pulse.

“Hmm?”

A moment later, Lin Ran was surprised to find that he was actually unable to find
the cause of the illness even with his pulse taking, which made him very
surprised.

The Xuan Yang Pharmacopoeia had recorded hundreds of millions of scenes of
pulse taking and asking for the cause, and no matter what kind of disease one
had, one could almost always find it by taking the pulse, but the only thing was
that this patient’s disease in front of him did not have the slightest clue.

“Try using true qi!”

Lin Ran could not find the cause of the disease by taking his pulse, so he had to
invade the patient’s body with his true qi, which quickly traveled through the
patient’s limbs and bones, and in just a few moments, Lin Ran was surprised to
find that the patient’s throat was actually blocked by a large black mass.



And this mass could not even be seen by Lin Ran, under the probing of his true qi,
he could only vaguely see what seemed to be a black breath, wrapped around a
mass, and it was because of this object that the patient’s breath was so weak.

“Well?”

Dean Yang came up and asked just as Lin Ran opened his eyes.

The eyes of the others couldn’t help but look over, and Qi Yin even had a sneer
on his face, deciding that Lin Ran definitely couldn’t find the cause of the disease,
that even modern high technology couldn’t find it, and that he, a Chinese doctor,
could find it just by taking a pulse? Don’t be ridiculous.

However, when Qi Yin was pleased with himself, Lin Ran’s words made him fall
into an ice cave.

“Found it.”

Lin Ran said calmly.

“What is it about?”

Dean Yang hurriedly asked, and with an unmistakable bang the other kind of
experts also came over, listening with ears pricked, as they all wanted to know
what Lin Ran would say about the reason.

Lin Ran glanced at them and spoke.

“There’s something blocking the patient’s throat.”

“Impossible!”

Qi Yin directly retorted, as the head of internal medicine he had just meticulously
examined every inch of the patient’s body, and there was nothing blocking the
throat at all.

“The stuff is in the throat position, it can be removed from the mouth.”

Lin Ran was too lazy to bother with him, and after saying the solution, he went to
his chair and sat down to rest, using his true qi to check just now had made his
body a little weak.

“Dean, that’s simply impossible, I just ….!”

Qi Yin still wanted to explain, but Dean Yang glared at him for a day and scolded.

“Don’t go yet, if the instruments can’t check it out, you can show me with your
eyes, you must get what’s inside out!”



“Yes!”

Qi Yin didn’t dare to retort when he saw this, and gave Lin Ran an icy glance
before whirling off to lead the men to their work.

He had already made up his mind that if he couldn’t find the foreign object in the
patient’s throat later, he would definitely sue him properly to relieve his hatred.

Qi Yin quickly opened the patient’s mouth with his men, and when he looked for
it, he was baffled because he had actually found a lump in the patient’s mouth.

The crowd carefully removed it and all those present were shocked, one of them
even shouted.

“How is this possible, how could there be a ball of paper in the patient’s throat!”

Lin Ran hurriedly got up and came over, by now someone had already opened the
ball of paper, and he clearly saw that there was a ball of paper on which was none
other than the Black Devil Poison Scorpion, and next to this design, there was
also a big word written.

“Death!”

Lin Ran suddenly dawned on him and understood what this was all about.

“This is the murderer who inflicted Song Nuan’s death, provoking himself!”
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“Oi oi! Dean, the patient’s signs are rising!”

“Yes Dean, the patient’s body is already touching, and he moved just now!”

As soon as the paper ball was taken out, the patient on the hospital bed reacted,
and it was obviously the same ball of paper that had caused that situation earlier.

“Dean, I just went to try again and this ball of paper can be checked in the
instrument!”

A doctor soon came over and said, Qi Yin’s face was gloomy at his words, he had
clearly not seen it when he first checked.

“Humph!”

Dean Yang coldly snorted, and promptly took his things and Lin Ran and left the
intensive care unit.
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Lin Ran did not explain why the instruments could not check it, as it was too
difficult to understand, and according to Lin Ran’s judgment, it was the black gas
that made the instruments fail to check it.

Later, when Qi Yin found the paper ball, the black gas should have apparently
dispersed.

“The enemy is very clever, the black gas dispersed after I checked the situation,
so it was obviously aimed at me!”

Lin Ran muttered to himself in his mind.

After leaving the ICU, Lin Ran went straight to call Song Nuan, and was relieved
to learn that Song Nuan was at school and would also stay overnight tonight.

If the other party was still determined, it was only a matter of time before they
came looking for Song Nuan.

Back at the Chinese Medicine Department, Lin Ran started another busy day.
Luckily, after the first two personal consultations, Liu Wenjuan and a group of
other nurses had learnt some routine prescriptions and could take medicine for
some patients.

However, after all, they were only nurses, so they could prescribe medicine for
minor illnesses, but not for the more difficult ones.

Lin Ran continued to sit in the clinic until the afternoon, and only then did he
finish seeing all the patients. Due to the growing fame of the Chinese Medicine
Department, more and more people came to the clinic, and by now it was no
longer necessary for the director to make special arrangements to transfer
patients from other departments.

Moreover, in order to relieve Lin Ran’s pressure, Dean Yang even asked his
superiors for instructions to transfer another TCM doctor. It was indeed not quite
appropriate for Lin Ran, as the head of the TCM department, to personally sit in
every consultation by himself.

After work in the afternoon, Lin Ran went straight back to his rented house,
packed his luggage and prepared to move directly to the house provided by Song
Yujiang.

However, the rent had been paid for a month and he had only lived there for a
few days, so he could not return it, so he had to leave it empty for the time being.

As he packed his bags and stood by the roadside waiting for a taxi, Lin Ran smiled
bitterly in his heart.

He was now at least a multi-millionaire, but he had to wait for a taxi on the
roadside.



When he got into the car, Lin Ran soon arrived at his new house and opened the
door, he couldn’t help but smile bitterly.

The room was spotless, but the air was cold, so it was obvious that no one had
lived in it for a long time, and a nanny should come to clean it every day.

The house was very modernly decorated, with all the furniture and appliances,
even the fridge had many drinks in it, obviously for occasional needs.

“This house, I’m afraid, is Song Nuan’s wedding room.”

Lin Ran smiled to himself, the house decoration was so modern, it would only suit
a young person like Song Nuan, Elder Song must still like classical.

Ding Ding Ding…..

When he saw the caller ID, Lin Ran frowned slightly “Hello, Uncle Song, what’s
wrong?”

“Something has happened to Lin Ran, Xiao Nuan just called me and said that
someone is trying to harm her!”

On the phone, Song Yujiang’s voice was anxious, mixed with the sound of a car
honking, he should be heading towards the school.

“Good! I’m going over there now!”

Lin Ran immediately hung up the phone and rushed over towards the school.

In the girls’ accommodation department of Tamkang University, Song Nuan was
cowering on her bed, scared out of her wits, although a few minutes had passed,
her heart was still pounding.

“Nuan, it’s okay, it might have just been a hallucination.”

One of the housemates said comfortingly, while others also tried to console her.

Song Nuan, however, shook her head.

“No, it can’t be a hallucination, I really saw it just now!”

“Xiao Nuan!”

Suddenly the door to the room was knocked open, Song Yujiang had arrived first.

“Dad!”



Seeing Song Yujiang, Song Nuan jumped straight over and shrank into Song
Yujiang’s arms, her trembling body only gradually calmed down.

“It’s alright, Dad is here, it’s alright!”

Song Yujiang hugged his daughter tightly and tried his best to comfort her, not
asking about anything that had happened, at this moment Song Nuan needed
exactly that comfort.

The two of them just hugged, Song Nuan’s emotions then gradually regained
their composure, and then Lin Ran arrived.

“Come, let me check first!”

Lin Ran didn’t say anything and spoke directly.

Song Nuan didn’t see what happened last night, because she was the victim, and
she didn’t believe it, but until what she had just experienced, it was telling her
that Lin Ran was right.

“There is no major physical damage.”

Lin Ran withdrew his palm and let out a long breath, Song Yujiang and Song Nuan
couldn’t help but feel a little more at ease too.

“Tell me, what exactly happened before.”

Lin Ran asked.

Song Nuan’s eyes unconsciously burst into tears at his words, obviously the scene
she had experienced before had made her very frightened.

“I was just staring at the balcony, but suddenly …. Suddenly I saw scorpions all
over the ground, all black and densely packed, crawling towards me, and then ….
I just fainted, and after I woke up I called my dad!”

Song Nuan’s voice was a little shaky as she said.

Lin Ran frowned slightly at his words and immediately looked at Song Yujiang.

“Uncle Song, it’s best to have someone check the school’s surveillance, the
murderer might have come here!”

“Good!”

Song Yujiang smiled and immediately took out his phone to make arrangements,
looking for something to find his head, he was in a fit of anger.



“What now?” When he came back, Song Yujiang asked, now he really had no
backbone, his own daughter had run into this matter is not at all an ordinary
solution, he could only put his hope on Lin Ran.

“Let Xiao Nuan go home first, tomorrow I’ll go to the Antique City, buy some
things and set up a formation.”

Lin Ran said, but Song Yujiang frowned slightly at his words and said with some
difficulty.

“I’m afraid that won’t work, I have a very important meeting tomorrow.”

When he said this, Song Yujiang felt a little out of place and immediately added.

“Moreover, I know nothing at all about such things as feng shui, and with Xiao
Nuan by my side, I’m afraid I won’t be able to protect the whole thing… Brother
Lin Ran, how about …..!”

Song Yujiang didn’t say anything further, he himself felt that he was asking for a
bit too much, but he really had no choice.

“Uncle Song I understand what you mean, I don’t have a problem with it, the
house is so big, there is no difference between one person living and two people,
it mainly depends on what Xiao Nuan wants!”

Lin Ran said, both of them looked at Song Nuan.

Song Nuan knew that Lin Ran had moved into his own set of house and
understood what the two of themmeant, so she couldn’t help but blush a little
on her pretty face.

“Little Nuan, you’ve grown up too, you have to make your own decisions about
some things, father knows this is a bit inappropriate, but for your safety’s
sake…!”

Song Yujiang said in a serious tone, Song Nuan’s eyes reddened and she nodded
her head.

“Father, I understand, I just agree!”
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With the intervention of Song Yujiang, the matter did not spread.

Song Yujiang had to go to a meeting early the next morning, so Lin Ran had to
take Song Nuan back to his place with him.

“What are these?”
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Song Nuan asked with a frown as soon as he entered the door, there was a big
bag sitting next to the shoe cabinet, it looked just like a pile of rubbish.

“Er …. This is my luggage, I just came over and got a call from your father, I
haven’t had time to pack it yet.”

Lin Ran said as he scratched his head in embarrassment.

“No need to bring luggage, there is everything in this house, it was decorated in
the first place just for the pigs to prepare for the wedding!”

Song Nuan said, and Lin Ran giggled at his words.

“I didn’t expect father-in-law to be thoughtful, but let’s just say, I’m not going to
be a son-in-law, our old Lin family is still counting on me to carry on the family
name!”

“Bah! Who wants to marry you, shameless!”

Song Nuan gave Lin Ran a blank look, then pointed to the side bedroom near the
door and said.

“From now on, you main here and be in charge of my safety!”

“Okay Lord Queen!”

Lin Ran teased, hearing Song Nuan’s pretty face flush with shame.

“If you talk nonsense I’ll cut your tongue out!”

“I’m going to take a shower first!”

Lin Ran said and dove head first into the bathroom, if he was living under the
same roof as the beautiful school girl, taking a shower felt beautiful.

After quickly washing up, Lin Ran came out and found that Song Nuan was
actually fiddling with his luggage.

“All these rags of yours, hurry up and throw away anything you don’t want.”

With that Song Nuan threw a bag aside, Lin Ran was shocked, inside was the only
photo of his parents.

“What are you nervous about, it’s just a broken bag!”

Song Nuan frowned at the situation, Lin Ran did not care to explain, immediately
opened it and looked for it, found that the photo was not damaged, then he was
relieved.



“Okay, you can clean up the stuff yourself later, now I want to talk to you about
something serious!”

Song Nuan said and handed over two pieces of paper, Lin Ran took them and a
bad feeling emerged in his heart.

“This is the terms I drew up, I have to be careful when living with you, so we have
to make a deal!” Song Nuan said.

“Three charters?”

Lin Ran looked down and burst into tears.

“First rule, no entering my bedroom.”

“Number two, even more, no bathing in my bedroom’s bath room!”

“Article three ……”

After reading it in one breath, Lin Ran felt bad about his whole being and looked
at Song Nuan speechlessly.

“Hey, I said big beauty, your father arranged for us to live together just to
protect you, you’re not allowed to do this or that, how can I protect you?”

“For example, if bad guys break into your room, do I have to stand at the door
and watch? It’s nice to see live too, but I’m not good at it!”

“You….!”

Song Nuan was dumbfounded, and after thinking carefully, it seemed that this
was indeed the case.

“Then this way, in case of a dangerous situation, you can always come in!”

Song Nuan said.

“Alright!”

Lin Ran nodded his head, but in his heart he knew clearly that this agreement
would only give this ninny a comfort in her heart, but when it really came to
things it was almost as good as a blank sheet of paper.

After packing up her things, Song Nuan went straight to her room and went to
bed. Lin Ran was bored and lay on the sofa thinking about today’s events and
what materials he would buy for the formation base tomorrow.

It was written in the Xuan Yang Pharmacopoeia, and although the techniques
were difficult and not generally known, it was not difficult for Lin Ran, but



several of the materials were very rare and I was afraid that they were not very
easy to find.

“Ah! Help!”

Just as Lin Ran was thinking about something, suddenly a cry for help came from
Song Nuan’s room.

Lin Ran’s face turned cold and he rushed in straight away.

However, as soon as the door opened, Lin Ran was stunned, only to see Song
Nuan standing on the bed, looking at the floor, her face full of fear.

The clothes on her body were a little embarrassing, she should have just changed
into her pajamas again, but before her clothes were completely put on, she saw
something horrible, at this moment the person was beautiful and the scenery
was even more beautiful.

“What’s wrong?”

Lin Ran looked towards the ground, did not find anything, frowned and asked.

“On the ground, there are scorpions on the ground, can’t you see them?”

Song Nuan said anxiously, Lin Ran looked again, the ground was empty, where
were the scorpions.

“Don’t be afraid yet, there’s nothing in the room, come here first!”

Lin Ran greeted, at this moment he was here, Song Nuan’s heart couldn’t help but
settle down a little and carefully walked over.

“Hmm?”

Suddenly, Lin Ran noticed that there seemed to be something on Song Nuan’s
eyes, and when he looked closer, it was actually two very thin clouds of black
mist.

“Don’t move, there’s something on your eyes!”

Lin Ran opened his mouth to warn, and Song Nuan’s heart couldn’t help but lift
up.

“Clear turbidity rises, black mist disperses!”

Lin Ran recited the mantra in his mouth, and a stream of true qi shot out along his
fingers, instantly dispersing the two black mists.

“Look again!”



Lin Ran said.

At this moment, Song Nuan was lying in Lin Ran’s arms, timidly looking towards
the ground, but this time she didn’t see anything.

“Nothing …. There’s nothing!”

“There was nothing here in the first place, your eyes have been tampered with,
what you saw was all fake!”

Lin Ran said with a frown, while quietly sending a stream of true qi into Song
Nuan’s body to calm her down.

“Alright, that I’ll go out first, you get a good night’s sleep, tomorrow I’ll go buy
some things and set up the house!”

Lin Ran said and was ready to get up and leave, it wasn’t that he wasn’t
responsible, but this Song Nuan girl was too seductive, at this moment her
clothes were still on, this girl was afraid that she was scared and had forgotten.

“Ah? I have classes tomorrow, I can’t go!”

Song Nuan said a little worried, now she was sketchy, Lin Ran is not around,
always make her distracted.

“To…. Or maybe tomorrow afternoon, I don’t have class tomorrow afternoon!”

Song Nuan said with her head down, always feeling as if she was going to rely on
Lin Ran, making her a little embarrassed.

“That’s fine, you rest first, I’m going out!”

Lin Ran said, turning around and about to leave, which made Song Nuan’s heart
very puzzled and opened her mouth to ask.

“Hey! Am I annoying people? So anxious to go out!”

“Uh….”

Lin Ran was speechless and said with a bitter face.

“No, I’m afraid that if I keep watching, I won’t be able to hold it together and get
a nosebleed!”

“Nosebleed? What do you mean?”

Song Nuan hadn’t reacted yet, at this moment a cool breeze blew outside the
window, making her feel cool on her body, subconsciously looking at it, her face
suddenly turned red.



“You bastard! Get out!”

Song Nuan chided, but her face was red and about to drip out of water.

Lin Ran ran out of the room, relieved, and stood in the doorway and said.

“I didn’t see anything, really!”

“You still say that!”

The room penetrated Song Nuan’s voice of shame and indignation, this just lived
together, this guy took advantage of himself again, this is if the time is long, he
may also refer to really completely fallen.

The more she thought about it, the hotter her smile felt, and she hurriedly got
under the covers, while shouting.

“Close the door, don’t come in here!”

“Bang!”

Lin Ran obediently closed the door and hurriedly ran back to his room, but in his
mind he was constantly recalling the beautiful view from before.

He didn’t want to, but the scenery was so beautiful that, to use a phrase, one
would simply forget to return!
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The next day, early in the morning, Song Nuan went to school. Before leaving, Lin
Ran reinforced the jade pendant again and inputted a true qi so that Song Nuan
would not have an accident at school.

When Lin Ran arrived at the hospital, the Chinese medicine department was still
as crowded as usual.

But with the addition of Li Zheng, Lin Ran’s pressure was a lot less.

“You’re here, Director Lin!”

Liu Wenjuan saw Lin Ran and came over.

“Well, there seem to be more patients than usual today!”

Lin Ran sighed, compared to previous days, there were indeed nearly a third
more patients today.
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“It’s because of Li Zheng, he used to be a famous doctor at the Second Hospital,
and after he was tapped over by President Yang, a lot of his former patients,
have followed him over.”

Liu Wenjuan said, but there was displeasure between her eyebrows.

“Director Lin, this Li Zheng is very arrogant and seems to come from a family of
Chinese medicine practitioners, so he doesn’t think much of other colleagues, so
I’m afraid he will give you a look today when he comes to work for the first time!”

Liu Wenjuan reminded, Lin Ran nodded at his words, it was natural to be arrogant
with this kind of status, but since he had come to work under himself, some of his
temper did have to be changed.

“Doctor Li, I’m Lin Ran.”

Lin Ran smiled as he walked over.

“You’re Director Lin, they say you’re young, I didn’t expect you to be so young!”

Li Zheng smiled and tried to get up, but Lin Ran hurriedly stopped him.

“Don’t delay in seeing the patient.”

Li Zheng frowned slightly at his words, this would have been fine if it was
someone else, but coming from someone who was almost ten years younger than
himself, it made him feel a little uncomfortable.

“They say that Director Lin is a divine doctor again, I, Li Zheng, am fortunate
enough to work under you, I wonder if Director Lin can give me a few pointers?”

Li Zheng had a smile on his face, but in his heart he did not think so, what kind of
medical skills could a brat have?

“I can’t talk about guidance, let’s learn from each other.”

Lin Ran said.

Li was seeing an, old lady, and smiled at his words.

“Yes, we have to learn from each other, by the way Director Lin, speaking of
learning, this old lady often feels dizzy and tinnitus, I suspect that she has not
rested well, I wonder if Director Lin has a different opinion?”

“It’s kind of one of the reasons.”

Lin Ran looked at the old lady calmly, having already made a judgement in his
mind.



“O? Please also ask Director Lin to enlighten me!”

Li Zheng solemnly said, but in his heart he was already laughing, one of the
reasons? Bad rest is obviously the only reason, what other reason could there be.

He was born into a family of Chinese medicine practitioners and had been
practicing for nearly 15 years, and had cured 8,000 patients, so what kind of
illnesses had he not seen?

How could Lin Ran not understand this guy’s mind and laughed.

“This old lady has a yellowish complexion and dark circles under her eyes, which
is indeed due to lack of sleep, but the old man’s face has obvious puffiness, many
red lines at the corners of his eyes, and is accompanied by symptoms of anxiety,
which is typical of a rising deficiency fire.”

“Poor rest is only one of the causes, is there anything wrong with what I said?”

Li Zheng was dumbfounded as he listened, especially the few places Lin Ran said,
he hadn’t even noticed them before, but when he went to look at them at this
moment, he really found that they were exactly the same as Lin Ran said, the old
man did have many red lines at the corners of his eyes, and his cheeks were also
visibly puffy.

“You come from a family of Chinese medicine, you should make good use of
these resources to improve your own medical skills, remember to be proud of
yourself, it is most important that you know to carry forward Chinese medicine.”

Lin Ran said, these words were said in a calm and peaceful manner, hearing Li
Zheng couldn’t help but blush and feel a little embarrassed.

“Alright, you go ahead and get busy, feel free to call me if you have any
questions.”

Lin Ran said and turned to leave, Li Zheng still wanted to say something, but
opened his mouth or did not say it.

“O yes!”

Suddenly, Lin Ran seemed to think of something turned around and said.

“On Sunday, I will invite the whole section to get together, so be sure to come
then!”

“I ….!”

Li Zheng was speechless and wanted to nod his head, but Lin Ran had already
turned around and gone back to his office.



With Li Zheng outside to keep an eye on him, Lin Ran was relieved, and when he
returned to his office, he opened his computer and searched for the materials he
needed to use.

Last time he went to the Antique City, he had seen several kinds of materials, but
two of them were uncommon, one was called “Cold Age” and the other was
called “Red Flame Flower”.

The former is a plant similar to taiyao, which is produced in extremely cold places
and is produced in very small quantities, while the other is a flower located in
high temperature zones, which is produced in large quantities abroad but not
used in large quantities at home, and is also hard to find.

After searching the internet, Lin Ran found that a place called Thousand Pill
House had this kind of cold-weather age, so he couldn’t help but be happy, but
there was still no information on the Red Flame Flower.

“Forget it, it’s good to find one!”

Lin Ran laughed, then shut down his computer and went out to help.

As soon as he walked out of the office, Lin Ran found that Li Zheng was actually
arguing with the patient for some reason.

“What’s going on?”

Seeing Liu Wenjuan coming up to him, Lin Ran asked.

“I was just about to come to you, that patient’s ear hurts, Dr. Li wanted to
observe it up close, but as soon as he touched the patient, the pain was so bad,
and also said that it was because he heard that the Chinese medicine department
was able to break the condition with just a glance, and that’s why he came, but he
didn’t expect it to be like this.”

Liu Wenjuan said here, the voice is much smaller, apparently there is the last
sentence did not say.

“It should also say that this place is a scam!”

Liu Wenjuan nodded in embarrassment, and Lin Ran laughed as he whirled and
walked over.

“Hey hey, the little miracle doctor is here, I want the little miracle doctor to show
me!”

The patient saw Lin Ran coming and said at once.

“It’s the same for anyone who looks at it.”



Li Zheng was a little upset, he was at least from a Chinese medicine family, how
many people usually rush to make appointments for himself, this was good, when
he came to this Temperance Hospital, he was just like someone else’s substitute,
once people came he looked really redundant.

“No! I want the little miracle doctor to showme!”

The patient insisted to, Li Zheng just wanted to get angry, but Lin Ran was
already there.

“I’ll do it!”

Lin Ran patted Li Zheng’s shoulder, his voice calm, he had been holding his anger,
but at this moment he wanted to get angry but couldn’t do so.

He wanted to see if Lin Ran could cure the disease with just one look.

“Come let me have a look!”

Lin Ran said with a smile, the patient immediately turned his ear around, there
was obvious redness and swelling behind the ear and very obvious signs of
squeezing, Lin Ran could not help but laugh.

“You’re not sick, this is your own squeeze!”

“Hey, yes, I squeezed it when I had a pimple, but it’s especially painful today,
could it be some kind of germ infection?”

The patient asked.

Lin Ran smiled at his words and said.

“No, it’s just an allergic wound, I’ll prescribe you some medicine, go back and take
it, just pay attention to washing more often and pay attention to hygiene!”

“Next!”

Lin Ran shouted.

Seeing this, Li Zheng couldn’t help but ask.

“Is this even the end? With just one look, you can be sure it’s just an allergy?”
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treating illnesses? If that was the case then he would be able to do it himself,
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only how could he know that this kind of skill of Lin Ran was the accumulation of
thousands of years of experience of his ancestors practicing medicine under the
world, there was something that an ordinary person could just hit.

“It is not always necessary to see the condition with your own eyes to confirm a
diagnosis, there are many details that can provide evidence!”

Lin Ran laughed, then gave an example.

“The patient is just in his early twenties, in his prime, with very obvious pimple
marks on his face, this kind of person, suffering from pimples at the age of
fourteen or fifteen, as he reaches the age of eighteen, the pimples will slowly
fade away, but once he eats spicy and stimulating things in excess

, it will also recur.”

“And the recurrence at this time is usually concentrated on the head, and behind
the ears, on the head because of the hair follicles, and behind the ears because of
the lack of ventilation, which is rarely cleaned to.”

“These are the things we need to look at! Of course, you can’t learn these things
in a Chinese medicine family.”

Li Zheng was dumbfounded, the wang in Chinese medicine, as he understood it,
was where one had to look at the disease, but he had never found that he had to
observe the patient, and he was not a detective.

But at this moment, after hearing Lin Ran’s words, he suddenly realized that
Chinese medicine could still be used in this way, it was like a brand new door had
been opened to him.

“A healer must not only have a benevolent heart, but also a wise eye, so that he
can understand where the patient’s real condition lies and what methods are
most suitable, take your time to learn, there’s no rush!”

Lin Ran laughed, at this moment Li was really convinced, in a few simple words,
he was speechless, really listening to the gentleman’s words, is better than
reading a decade of books!

After sitting in the clinic until noon and seeing all the patients, Lin Ran and Li
Zheng got up, and Lin Ran laughed and said.

“Okay, everyone has worked hard, let’s go eat first, I’m not coming this afternoon
because I have something to do, let Dr. Li see the patients first, call me if you
can’t solve it!”

After giving an explanation, Lin Ran left the hospital directly.

…….



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into.

Song Nuan was always the centre of attention among the beautiful women, and
Lin Ran had just arrived at the university town when he saw her at the entrance.

At this moment, she was standing at the door, looking left and right, with
anxiousness, and anticipation on her face. The anticipation was naturally that Lin
Ran would come quickly, while the anxiety was obviously due to yesterday’s
incident, which made her still a bit worried.

“Let’s go!”

Lin Ran came over and said with a smile.

Song Nuan, however, glared at him and pointed at her watch.

“What time is it, is it appropriate to make me wait for you for so long?”

“I’m not working, how can I have you students be so punctual!”

Lin Ran was helpless, but fortunately Song Nuan wasn’t really angry and drove his
car to take Lin Ran straight to the Antique City.

“Have you brought any money with you? The Antique City doesn’t eat the Luo
family diamond card!” Song Nuan asked, this guy was dressed in penniless clothes,
and the suit from the last party was lost there, she was really afraid that this guy
would go shopping without money.

Although she had money with her, the things this guy wanted to buy were
obviously not ordinary, and she was really afraid that it wouldn’t be enough.

“Don’t worry! It’s enough to feed ten more of you.”

Li Ran laughed.

“What ten of me?”

Song Nuan didn’t understand the meaning for a moment, and only after a
moment did she react and said in exasperation.

“You’re the one who’s a pig, I’m good enough to raise, right!”

“Mmmmmm, found it, very well kept indeed, I’ve earned it!”

Lin Ran laughed as Song Nuan sniffed and realized something was wrong again,
blushing coquettishly in shame.

“Get lost! Who needs you to feed! I can feed myself.”



The two of them “joked and laughed” and soon arrived at the Antique City, which
was quite crowded the last time they were here, but with school starting and it
being a weekday, the entire Antique City was significantly less crowded.

“Come on, let’s go find an old friend first!”

Lin Ran laughed.

“An old friend? You still have friends in Antique City?”

Song Nuan was surprised, it had only been a long time since he graduated, how
come this guy had friends everywhere, even Luo Ming, the head of Luo’s
enterprise, was taking good care of him.

“Could it be that this guy has changed his nature after graduation?”

Song Nuan thought to herself.

The two arrived at a roadside stall and Lin Ran squatted down and laughed.

“Boss Oil, long time no see.”

The owner of the stall was none other than Oil Blackie, last time Lin Ran had
found a bracelet from him, and to say the least, he had turned into a tycoon
thanks to this guy’s light, so naturally he had to take care of more when he had
business.

“Yo! Young man, you’re here to buy again, come and have a look, take whatever
you like, I’ll guarantee you a low price.”

After Lin Ran’s last business deal, he had a good meal and got drunk in the
evening, and then he didn’t open for a few days, so when he saw Lin Ran today, it
was like seeing his family.

“We’ve got some meat and wine for tonight!”

If he knew that Lin Ran had sold his last purchase for tens of millions of dollars,
I’m afraid he would have vomited blood on the spot, tens of millions of dollars
would be enough to feed and drink him for the rest of his life.

“This, this, and this!”

Lin Ran said, pointing to a few items on the stall, all old acquaintances didn’t
need to play any tricks, he immediately picked out the items he needed.

“Yes, how about giving you five hundred for these three pieces?”

Oil Blackie said with a smile.



Lin Ran, however, shook his head and held out a finger.

“A thousand? Brother, you’re getting rich!”

Oil Blackie laughed.

“You’re thinking too much, a hundred at most, this stuff is all over the streets, if
you don’t sell it I’ll find someone else!”

Lin Ran laughed.

“No bro, you can’t screw me over every time, I didn’t even make any money on
that thing last time, if I don’t make money this time, I’ll really have to drink the
northwest wind!”

Oil Blackie said pretending to be pitiful.

Lin Ran laughed at this.

“Boss Oil, this stuff is all over the street, the purchase price is at most no more
than twenty yuan, eighty fast is still too little for you?”

“I…”

Indeed, these three items had only cost him fifteen yuan in total, and he had
already made a lot of money.

“You can add more, it’s too little!”

Oil Blackie still wanted to try, but Lin Ran got up and was about to leave.

When the two stall owners around him saw this, they were about to come over
and rob him.

“Yes, yes, sell! I’ll sell! I’ve met my nemesis, you’re so young, but you’re really
admirable in your price fixing skills!”

Oil Blackie smiled bitterly as he packed the items.

After paying the money, Lin Ran left with Song Nuan, who wondered in his mind
and asked.

“These things are only worth twenty yuan, how can you pay a hundred for them!”

“It depends on the value for money!”

Lin Ran laughed.



“If this was placed in an authentic antique shop, it would cost at least five
hundred, but this owner doesn’t know the goods and treats them as rubbish, so
I’m just paying two hundred for it, it’s not even a loss!”

“No, then you bought it from him last time too, was it like that last time too?”

Song Nuan asked, on the way here Lin Ran had said that he had bought that jade
pendant here.

“That’s right!”

Lin Ran laughed.

“Didn’t notice it, you’re so ruthless, pitting people caught in a pit, you’re not
afraid of being found out!”

Song Nuan glared.

Lin Ran smiled at his words but laughed.

“Found out? He also earned it alright, it’s less but it’s still earned, by the time he
finds out, he doesn’t know how many years will have passed.”

“He collected only twenty pieces, it’s also considered bullying people who don’t
know how to do it, I call this robbing the rich to help the poor!”

Lin Ran pointed at himself, meaning he was the “poor” one.
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Gu Yu Zhai.

After coming from Oil Black, Lin Ran had bought all the materials that were easily
available on his way, and in the end, he only had the Cold Age and the Red Flame
Flower left to buy, and this Gu Yu Zhai was the last stop, so it would be best if he
could buy them here, but if not, he would have to find another way.

Lin Ran told Gu Yuming what he needed, and the latter soon came out with a
porcelain vase.

The porcelain vase was beautifully shaped, with a fire cloud carved on it, very
stunning, and at first glance it was the real thing.

After opening it, Gu Readming took out a flower from inside, which was none
other than the Red Flame Flower.
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The flower was fiery red in colour, and the spots had dried up, so it had obviously
been specially treated and made into a specimen-like item.

“Boss, make a price!”

Lin Ran said with a smile, it was good enough to buy it, as for the price it was not
in his consideration, there were some things that could not be bought with
money.

“Little brother, we have this friendship, I don’t care about nonsense, you want it!
Take it for 30,000, last time a man offered me 30,000 I didn’t even sell it.”

Gu Read Ming said, this item was very rare, if Lin Ran hadn’t bought the bracelet
for him last time, he probably wouldn’t even have taken it out.

“Yes!”

Lin Ran agreed straight away, Song Nuan listened on the sidelines, thirty
thousand that was not a small amount, did this guy have so much money?

“Hey, do you have so much money?”

Song Nuan asked in a low voice, but Gu Readming heard the conversation
between the two and couldn’t help but laugh.

“Little brother Lin Ran, you didn’t tell your wife about the bracelet you sold last
time?”

“Mai bracelets? What bracelet was being sold?”

Song Nuan looked puzzled.

“It’s just that last time, little brother Lin Ran sold a bracelet fromme, also bought
from a ground stall, and it sold for tens of millions of dollars, this 30,000 was just
a drop in the bucket for him!”

Gu Read Ming said, Song Nuan was staggered, looking at Lin Ran for a long time
unable to say anything, tens of millions, for her family, which came from a
wealthy background, was not even a small amount.

“You… You’re still “poor!” …. You are really shameless!”

Song Nuan was astonished, daring to think that she was afraid that he didn’t have
any money, who knew that he was richer than even herself.

“Well, there’s nothing to be surprised about, slowly you’ll get used to it!”

Lin Ran laughed, in fact he was also slowly getting used to it, this kind of thing
would be too much for anyone to accept for a while if it happened to them.



After receiving the Red Flame Flower, Lin Ran was ready to take Song Nuan and
leave, there was no Yu Yan age here, he could only go to the Thousand Pill
Workshop that he had found out about before.

The two of them were just about to leave the Gu Yu Zhai when two people came
in at the door, one of them smiled when he saw Lin Ran.

“Lin Ran, it’s really you! What a coincidence!”

The person who opened her mouth was a woman, about the same age as Lin Ran,
but her clothes were very luxurious, wearing three gold chains around her neck
alone, it was a good thing that the lady’s gold chains were not too thick,
otherwise it would look ugly.

This person was Lin Ran’s college classmate, Chimei.

She had never looked at a poor student like Lin Ran with a straight face, and they
had only been friends for a while.

“Who is this?”

Next to the woman, a young man about Lin Ran’s age asked.

“This is my classmate, his name is Lin Ran.”

Chimene smiled, while introducing himself to Lin Ran.

“This is my fiancé, Wang Shilong, his family is in the real estate sound business!”

“By the way Lin Ran, what kind of work do you do now? Do you need me to
introduce you to work at my fiancé’s company?”

Chimei smiled, only this smile was permeated with condescension and made
people look extremely uncomfortable.

“This is your girlfriend, right? You can come along if you need to!”

Chimene continued.

“No need, I have a job after graduation!”

Song Nuan didn’t have a good mood, this woman in front of her, she didn’t even
know her, spoke in a high and mighty manner, making her very uncomfortable, as
if all the businesses in the world were owned by their family.

“It’s fine, if it doesn’t go your way you can always find me!”

Chimene said, not caring.



On the other side, Wang Shilong was frozen in awe, Song Nuan was very beautiful,
and when compared to Chimei, the height was immediately judged, at this
moment even he couldn’t help but feel a hint of jealousy towards Lin Ran.

“Little brother, looking at your clothes your family should not be in a good
condition, if you need anything you can always look for me, you are a classmate
of Chimei’s, you are also considered my friend, no need to be polite with me!”

Wang Shilong laughed, but his words described Lin Ran as useless.

“Well, then I wonder if you, Wang, can lend me some money so that I can buy this,
I need this but I don’t have enough money!”

Lin Ran laughed, pointing to the box in his hand.

Wang Shilong smiled and looked at the box in Lin Ran’s hand, it was ordinary, it
looked like a ground floor item, not worth a few dollars, he immediately laughed
and said.

“Of course!”

Said Wang Shilong and took out his mobile phone, ready to pay the bill.

Gu Readming was a human being, how could he not know that Lin Ran was pitting
the other party, he immediately laughed and said.

“Scan the code here!”

With that, he took out a two-dimensional code.

After Wang Shilong scanned it, he didn’t even ask the price and said directly.

“Transferred five hundred, should that be enough?”

Just kidding, a broken box was too expensive even at fifty, five hundred was just
what he transferred to show off his wealth.

Seeing this, Lin Ran smiled and looked at Gu Read Ming, who understood and said
awkwardly.

“Mr. Wang, I’m afraid you’ve made a mistake, what little friend Lin Ran bought is
the Imperial Cold Age, worth thirty thousand, please transfer twenty nine
thousand five hundred dollars!”

“Twenty thousand ……”

The smile on Wang Shilong’s face instantly stiffened.



Although he was a rich second generation, but lending out thirty thousand at
once was too much, and he was not familiar with Lin Ran at all.

“It’s alright, it’s only thirty thousand!”

Xiao Mei said from the side, if this money didn’t come out, then she would have
no place for this face, so naturally she made every effort to get Wang Shilong to
pay.

After paying, Wang Shilong had an ugly look on his face and was silent, just
staring at Lin Ran with great displeasure in his heart.

“Thanks for your generosity, fellow student Wang, I will definitely pay you back
when I have the money!”

After saying that, before Chimei and Wang Shilong could say anything, he pulled
Song Nuan and was about to leave.

Seeing this, Chimei immediately shouted at the top of his lungs.

“Hey! Classmate Lin, there’s a reunion tonight, at the Yaxiang Hotel, you must
come!”

“Sorry, I don’t have time!”

Lin Ran smiled back, and in a twinkle of an eye, he and Song Nuan disappeared at
the end of the road.

“Hey, I didn’t realise, you guys are simply too ruthless in punking people, you
punked them for thirty thousand on your first meeting”

Coming around the corner of the road, Song Nuan couldn’t help but laugh.

“But it’s really relieving, those two guys look like dogs, I’m angry just thinking
about it!”

“Right, that money went to the seller, didn’t we lose money?”

Song Nuan suddenly thought of something, but Lin Ran shook the phone in his
hand, which was showing that the transfer of 30,000 had arrived.

“This boss is quite good at what he does!”

Song Nuan couldn’t help but laugh, and then said with a thought.

“Thirty thousand for nothing, you’re buying tonight!”

“No problem!”



Lin Ran agreed straight away, but just at that moment, his mobile phone was
ringing.

“Hey, what’s up boss?”

The call was from none other than Boss Liu Chen, it had only been a few days
since the last time he parted ways, and he didn’t expect this guy to call him again.

“Hey! Ranzi, did you run into Chimei!”

As soon as the phone was answered, Liu Chen asked in an urgent voice, as if
something had happened.
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“What’s wrong? What’s wrong?”

Lin Ran asked, frowning slightly.

“Ranzi, you must come to the class reunion at the Ya Xiang Hotel tonight at eight
o’clock, that bitch Chimei has sent a message in the group slandering you, saying
that you are in a miserable situation and borrowing money from her!”

“I said you were working at the Tamkang Hospital, but she didn’t believe me,
threatening that you were just a poor loser who wouldn’t even go to a job
referral and couldn’t hold up the stage.”

“Forget it, why bother with her!”

Lin Ran said, not even bothering to bother with Chimene.

“No way, my brother is being insulted, I can’t stand to see that, tonight at 8pm,
I’ll call up Brother 9, we’ll kill it and give that bitch Chimei a good beating!”

After saying that Liu Chen hung up the phone, Lin Ran shook his head helplessly
and sighed, he didn’t want to invite trouble, but this trouble always came one
after another, making him a little helpless.

“What’s wrong? What’s wrong?”

Song Nuan asked.

“Nothing, let’s not go back first, let’s go shopping!”

Lin Ran said with a smile.
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“Shopping? Why are you suddenly going shopping?”

Song Nuan was puzzled and Lin Ran said with a mysterious smile.

“Go somewhere with me tonight, I want you to be dressed up and as beautiful as
you can be for me!”

Since we’re going to hit our faces, let’s do it thoroughly, so that those who
denigrate ourselves, shut up completely!

“What the hell?”

Song Nuan was completely confused.

Lin Ran, however, gave a smile and said.

“I’ll pay for everything I see today, going or not?”

“Go!”

Song Nuan didn’t even think about it and agreed straight away, jokingly, buying
pretty clothes and having someone pay for them, only a fool wouldn’t go!

The two of them immediately got into the car and went straight to the downtown
mall.

……

At 8pm, a luxury Rolls Royce slowly stopped at the entrance of the Elegance
Hotel, and a man and a woman came down from it.

The man was none other than Wang Shilong, and the woman was naturally Qimei.

As if to show off how happy she was, Chimei was wearing almost all the jewellery
she could, even on her ankles, and if she was wearing crystal sandals, I’m afraid
she wouldn’t even be able to get it on her toes.

“Brother Long, is someone beautiful today?”

Standing in the doorway, Chimene pouted as a little bird.

“Beautiful! You’re the most beautiful tonight!”

Wang Shilong smiled and scraped the tip of Chimei’s nose, but in his mind he was
thinking of Song Nuan’s shadow, the person he met this afternoon had hooked
his heart and made him think of each other all the time.

“Come on, let’s go in!”



Wang Shilong smiled blandly as Chimei sat on his arm and prepared to enter the
hotel amidst a crowd of envious gazes around.

Drip ….

However, just then, the horn suddenly sounded, followed by a black SUV pulling
up behind, if Lin Ran was here he would definitely be able to recognise that this
car was none other than the boss Liu Chen’s car.

“Wait.”

Chimei recognised Liu Chen’s car and stopped Wang Shilong, with a teasing smile
on his face.

“It’s this guy, the one who talked tough with me in the group today.”

“O? How dare you drive this kind of car, you really don’t know the sky is the
limit.”

Wang Shilong laughed disdainfully and pushed Chimei’s hand away, walking over
towards the car while knocking on the window.

“Something wrong?”

The window rolled down and Liu Chen asked with his sunglasses on, he didn’t
knowWang Shilong.

“Buddy, I suggest you move your car back a bit and see what kind of car is in front
of you!”

Wang Shilong said with a smile, while flashing the car keys in his hand, the
meaning couldn’t be more obvious.

“Yoo-hoo, buddy parked here today, what’s the matter, no scratching or scuffing
still not allowed to park is how to drop, this hotel your family open ah!”

Liu Chen sneered.

Wang Shilong laughed at his words and said.

“Haha, very unlucky, it’s really owned by my family!”

“O? That’s good, we know each other, how much discount can we get?”

Liu Chen laughed, Wang Shilong’s face sank when he heard that, his heart
couldn’t help but remember what he had been “extorted” by Lin Ran in the
afternoon, he immediately said with a gloomy face.

“Don’t even think about it!”



“Oh, so it’s not my treat anyway, there’s a big fool treating you, just be happy!”

With that, Liu Chen and Zhang Xu got out of the car, and the two of them looked
at each other and couldn’t help but laugh.

Wang Shilong left with a cold face, his heart was very nasty, because the person
who invited the guest tonight was him, and he didn’t know whether Liu Chen was
intentional or not, he actually scolded him, but he hadn’t been angry yet, after all,
the way people pretended obviously didn’t know that he was the one who invited
the guest tonight.

“Go!”

Wang Shilong grimaced and greeted Chimei as he went in, his heart really stifling.

But before he could go in, a woman’s voice was coming from the side.

“Little Mei, here!”

Chimei turned her head to look, only to see a group of handsome men and
women waving across the road, and it was their classmates.

There were more than ten people in a row, each dressed in beautiful clothes.
Although they had only left school a few days ago, each of them seemed to have
experienced a rebirth, completely detached from the student atmosphere of
school and turned into the elite of society.

“Tiny, you’re here, we’ve just arrived too!”

Chimene greeted with a smile, but her palm was unconsciously raised, as if to
show off her big diamond ring.

“What a big diamond ring, did your boyfriend buy it?”

Xiao Xiao asked very cooperatively, this ninny was known at school as a ghostly
elf who never offended anyone, even if this was very deliberate on Chimei’s part
to show off, she tried her best to cooperate.

“Yeah, I said no, but still had to buy it, no way!”

Chimene said pretending to be unhappy, but in her heart she was so pleased with
herself that she had already flown into the sky.

“You’re so happy, Chimene!”

The other students were also envious of the praise, but more people, but
revealed a look of displeasure, said the good classmates party, this has become
someone else’s suspension party.



“Hey, isn’t this Liu Chen, long time no see, become more handsome ah!”

Xiao Xiao suddenly looked at Liu Chen and laughed.

Liu Chen was on the school basketball team when he was studying, not only was
he cheerful, but his face was one of the best in the class.

“Yeah, but I still like our family’s Shilong!”

Chimei said with a smile, but there was a hint of disdain in his eyes, what’s the use
of being handsome, no money is not still a waste.

“Haha, so these two are also classmates, just now I was muttering in my heart,
how can ordinary people come here for dinner, it’s really not a fight!”

Wang Shilong laughed, although these words were polite, but the crowd was not
stupid, where could they not hear that there was disdain for Liu Chen and the
two of them.

Zhang Xu, who usually loved to make poems and had a very poisonous mouth,
laughed at this.

“Is not it, just now we two also said that there is a big fool to invite guests to
dinner, oops really mouth, did not expect that it is you ah, respectfully
respectfully respectful!”

The moment Zhang Xu said this, he immediately caused many people to cover
their mouths and laugh out.

Wang Shilong’s face was gloomy as he looked at Liu Chen and the two of them,
with a hidden anger in his heart.

Suddenly, he remembered something and opened his mouth to sneer.

“The two of you are really worthy of being university students, this mouth is just
different, it’s really different fromme, who has never been to school much, by
the way, I heard that your friend Lin Ran is an academic, I wonder how his family
is? I like to make friends with people who are knowledgeable, and my company
has many college students like you!”

“Yeah, yeah, if any of you want to change jobs, you can look for Shilong, his
family is a listed company!”

Kime hurriedly echoed.

As soon as these two of them said this, the faces of the people present all
became very unattractive, and Liu Chen could not help but want to get angry, but
just then, a voice came through.



“Wang’s head office is very short of people recently, they are pulling people into
the company everywhere, there are a lot of pyramid schemes these days, so
everyone should be careful!”

At the end of the sentence, two figures came around the corner, and it was Lin
Ran and Song Nuan.
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